
What do smart access solutions 
from dormakaba add up to? 
Optimised processes.

Enhanced security.

The working fusion of 

well-being and efficiency.

TRUSTED 

ACCESS

SINCE 1862

Access solutions 

for healthcare 
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An attractive secure environment in which 

my patients and staff feel at ease. To 

ensure this, I need smart access solutions 

to ensure smooth operation. Everyone 

benefits from less stress and effort and 

more efficiency, leaving time for what is 

important: trusted relationships.

h 

s 
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How to combine 
efficiency and 
 well-being in the 
health sector?
Very easily, with 

our smart access 

solutions

Health facilities need to satisfy a host of complex require-

ments and legal provisions. Like in other business areas – 

medical care largely hinges on how cost efficient it is. Opti-

mising operation processes saves time and resources. It 

also helps staff to fulfil its core mission; patients’ medical 

care and looking after their needs.

Hospitals, retirement and nursing homes, homes for de-

mentia patients, psychiatric facilities, medical centres, 

doctors‘ practices and pharmacies – all these different 

types of facilities call for appropriate solutions. This of 

course also applies to all areas like premises, buildings and 

indoor security, individual rooms and facilities.

We offer a wide range of services and varied solution port-

folio for all these facilities and your individual areas, 

because we think and design holistically. We combine pro-

ducts to create dovetailed solution concepts that are 

tailored to your individual needs. Our modern hardware 

and software solutions let you organise and secure opera-

tions in your facility – simply, reliably and on demand. They 

control your people flow, grant various access rights for 

different groups of people and individuals and enable un-

hindered access for people with mobility limitations. They 

ensure ease of accessibility and secure the visitor areas of 

your facility in an attractive manner.

For detailed information 

about our solutions and 

products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

01
Hospital
Efficient protection and 

function in one 

02
Medical practice
Convenience and aesthetics 

for barrier-free access 

03
Pharmacy
Smart fusion of design 

and technology

04
Medical centre
Modern access management

05
Nursing home
Intelligent door solutions 

for every day care

06
Psychiatric home
Accessibility and personal safety

07
Rehabilitation centre
Increased flexibility 

and convenient access

08
Retirement home
Barrier-free access 

and personal protection 
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Focus on essentials
Whatever your tasks consist of in detail – we support you in every 

given situation with our innovative solutions and comprehensive ser-

vices. This lets you focus on what is important: looking after and en-

suring the well-being of the people in your care.



Secure access to 
private rooms
Good balance of 

secure access and 

privacy

Indoor security
Outstanding 

 access manage-

ment for all 

rooms in your 

 facility

Building security
Innovative access 

control for a 

 regulated flow 

of people

Property 
protection
Extended security 

of your premises 

for increased 

safety

Barrier-free 
access to toilets 
Automated door 

systems for 

 security and high 

convenience

Well-being and efficiency.
Solutions for every challenge 

in the care and health sector



Versatile 
accessibility
Access and 

 entrance solutions 

for ease of access 

to all properties 

and areas

Service
Our service port-

folio ranges from 

planning to main-

taining all your 

door and locking 

systems

Corridors and 
passageways 
Security of 

 accesses and 

areas based on 

individual require-

ments.

Public visitor 
areas 
Smart design 

for a friendly 

look and reliable 

function

Emergency 
access
Efficient prompt 

emergency service 

for hospitals

No matter what your assignment involves in detail, we provide reliable 

support with innovative products, smart solutions and comprehensive 

services. We streamline your processes and simplify your work flows. 

We enhance security and ease of access in your facility. In doing so, we 

help you to achieve your goals in the long term.
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Property protection

How to optimise 
your security concept?
Widen your safety zone

Optimise escape route options and reliably protect resi-

dents in need of special care from leaving the premises 

unaccompanied: smart protection of your premises offers 

a convincing alternative to traditional building security – it 

is effective, simple and cost-effective.

01 Only authorised persons can 

enter your facility with the 

dormakaba access reader 

02 Maximum security outdoors: 

the dormakaba registration 

unit 

03 Rugged Kentaur turnstiles 

 reliably secure your premises

04 Easy control of other accesses 

to the grounds, like barrier 

control, surface and underg-

round parking with our central 

exos access control system 

01 02
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You can integrate property protection into your security 

concept by installing our turnstiles into your boundary fen-

cing. Making building security your next priority after desi-

gnated emergency escape routes thus facilitates emer-

gency evacuation. Care residents can thus quickly and 

easily leave the building and still remain safe outdoors in 

the secured grounds. No matter whether swing or sliding 

doors, your escape route concept is guaranteed by our 

property protection solutions. Access control on your 

boundary fencing also lets you cover authorised access 

and exiting from your grounds.

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

03

04
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01

02

01 Tyrolean Psychiatric Hospital, 

Tyrol Austria

02 The automatic ST FLEX Green 

sliding door in the Centre 

for Psychiatry Reichenau, 

Germany

03 IONA Wuppertal – Nursing 

home for people with disabili-

ties, Germany: ST FLEX Green 

also ensures maximum ease 

of accessibility in this facility 
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Your benefits and advantages:
• Enhanced property protection for facilities with higher 

security needs

• Access for authorised persons only

• Passive personal protection for care residents

• Escape route concept without escape route security on 

the building shell

• Seamless integration into the building structure

• Easy organisation and secure control of the people flow 

during shift work, for instance

Building types:
Psychiatric facilities, retirement homes, homes for 

 dementia patients and people with special needs, 

 pharmacies

Reliable technology tailored to my needs 

that makes management easy and efficient. 

Plus a partner I can rely on for advice, installation 

and service. That’s what I call trust.

03
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Building security

How to keep the movement of 
people in your building under control?
With a flexible on-demand building 

security

Even if you don’t need to protect your prem-

ises, reliable building security is essential. 

This lets you control who is moving around 

inside the building - from patients and visi-

tors to staff and service providers. By com-

bining swing doors with escape route sys-

tems you can provide compliant building 

security which integrates seamlessly into 

your building structure.

Link this with access control to reliably steer 

visitor traffic as only authorised persons are 

granted access to high security areas. So, 

you can secure entrances on demand and 

easily manage the flow of people in your 

building.

01

02
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Control access centrally and dependably
A comprehensive access control system lets 

you easily control access to your property, 

building and high security areas in the shape 

of an all-in-one modular solution. It gives you 

a full overview and control over all areas. 

From people flow, time and attendance and 

shop floor data collection to video surveil-

lance and elevator control. From your main 

entrance or multi-storey car park to the prac-

tice.

Your benefits and advantages:
• Comprehensive organisation of escape 

route security and access control for the 

building and high-security areas

• Standardised security of individual doors 

through to the control and management of 

all entrances to the facility, both indoors 

and outdoors

• Visitor, staff and supplier management for 

access to buildings or high security areas

• Modular system for add-ons like time 

recording, media management and shop 

floor data collection

• Seamless integration into the existing SAP 

ERP system

Building types:
Hospitals, retirement homes, medical centres, 

homes for people with special needs

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

01 Building security and escape 

route concept in one: The 

KTC 2 revolving door and 

ED 250 swing door operator 

at University hospital 

St. Poelten, Austria

02 Everything always under 

 control: the modular access 

management system for 

managing access rights

03 Protecting life and limb and 

preventing unauthorised 

 access: our escape route 

 security system

04 The battery-driven 

TS 98 XEA Ubivis door closer 

with integrated smoke detec-

tor. Ideal for retrofits thanks 

to wireless installation 

03

04
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Indoor security

How to manage access to your 
facility with consummate ease?
Quite simply, with our mechanical 

and electronic solutions

Access to sensitive high-security areas in hospitals like 

operating theatres, intensive care and nurses’ rooms has 

to be precisely controlled. At the same time, fast, tightly 

scheduled routines call for easy access. Aside from enhan-

ced security, precise and practical access authorisation 

also means enhanced efficiency. 

Our access management systems offer an all-in-one solu-

tion for access control and organisation in your facility. 

They can be easily and effectively scaled and implemented 

for any size of facility and requirements. You thus benefit 

from the reliability and cost-benefit efficiency of our 

browser-based system. Medical practices, medical cent-

res, care facilities like retirement or dementia homes or 

psychiatric homes can thus easily and securely manage 

their entire mechanical and electronic access system.

You can therefore assign personal access rights to staff, 

patients, visitors suppliers based on their respective roles, 

time and place. This increases protection from unauthori-

sed access to sensitive areas and makes administration 

processes more efficient and transparent via certified 

event and access audit logs. Further modules like time re-

cording and personnel management can also be added.

01
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Increase your efficiency and safeguard your 
investment  
No matter how comprehensive, your system 

is still flexible and scalable. We provide seam-

less adaptation and upgrade support. Our 

service guarantees that your security systems 

always function reliably and are kept up to 

state-of-the-art standard.

Your benefits and advantages:
• High level of building security with compre-

hensive access management

• All services from one single source  - access 

management, time recording, media 

management, shop floor data collection

• Flexible assignment of access rights

• Easy and efficient management processes

• Competent, tailored consulting - from 

planning and implementation to mainte-

nance

Technical features:
• Continuously optimised firmware updates 

and new functions

• Modular holistic concept - software, 

mechanical and electronic locking systems

• Central control – main entrance, high 

security areas, medicine cabinets, key 

management

• Real-time control - via smartphone, tablet, 

desktop

Building types:
Hospitals, medical centres, pharmacies, 

psychiatric homes

01 Spacious vestibule with auto-

matic ST FLEX Green sliding 

door

02 Access control and data 

 collection solutions for 

 various applications

03 The reliable versatile mechani-

cal Kaba penta locking system. 

It can also be combined with 

mechatronic and electronic 

access systems.

04 Stylish access control with 

the electronic c-lever compact

05 Time and attendance recording 

and employee communication 

at its best: Terminal 97 00

03

02

04

05
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06

07
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For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

06 Secure and inviting: The foyer area of the 

Tyrolean University hospital - Department 

for internal medicine, Innsbruck Austria

07 Medicine cabinets in the Municipal 

 Pharmacy Imst, Austria 

08 Security for valuables and documents: 

the electronic cabinet lock 2110

09 Security and transparency rolled into one: 

the manual MUTO sliding door system 

with integrated access control

10 Authorised access for high security areas 

with the electronic c-lever 

08

09

10
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Secure access to private rooms

How to strike a balance 
between security and privacy?
Opt for user-friendly, 

reliable technology

Retirement and dementia homes are faced with the di-

lemma of giving residents personal freedom while ensu-

ring their personal safety. A crucial factor is secure perso-

nalised access to the residents’ private rooms. Preserve 

privacy, support staff with their daily tasks: you can do 

both with our intelligent access management system. It 

offers you greater flexibility through the assignment of 

personal access rights, and greater security, since access 

is only granted with a valid ID medium.

Our solution: a passive transponder that is simply carried 

around in your pocket. It not only satisfies all requirements 

for reliable easy access management, but also makes the 

search for misplaced keys and their expensive loss a thing 

of the past. Care staff benefit from the access solution 

as well, because it leaves their hands free. A touch of the 

handle lets the lock identify who is authorised to enter, 

making work flows simpler and more efficient.

01
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Your benefits and advantages:
• Enhanced privacy for residents

• Improved organisation supports staff 

and leaves them more time to spend 

with patients

• User-friendly, secure operation:

free hands – hand as key 

• Smart access – free inside, controlled 

outside

Technical features:
• Convenient access authorisation via 

contact thanks to RCID technology 

(resistive capacitive identification), which 

uses the body’s natural static electricity to 

transfer access rights to the door handle

• Combination of mechanical and electronic 

applications.

• Programming for up to 1,000 users

• Constant updates and function 

 adjustments – via the platform

• The system is always live, always 

up-to-date

• Easy real-time access for system adminis-

trators – via PC and all mobile applications

• Stand-alone, wireless or online operation

Building types:
Retirement homes, homes for dementia 

 patients and people with special needs, 

 psychiatric homes

We offer a comprehensive access system for reliable over-

all control that also secures other rooms with mechanical 

and electronic applications: safe medicine storage, offices, 

treatment rooms, technical equipment. personal patient 

data: requirements have increased in this case due to sta-

tutory provisions in the wake of the General Data Protec-

tion Regulation. Manipulated access and potential vulner-

abilities need to be excluded, exact documentation of 

access rights and processes ensured. The access system 

lets you do all of this because it creates logs of events and 

stored processes to always ensure full transparency. 

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

01|02   TouchGo makes life easier and more relaxed for 

 residents.

02
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04

01 Special solution with certified 

partner firms: fire lobby with 

 integrated ST FLEX sliding door

02 Access is easy, secure and flexible 

with our readers

01

02

03 04

Success Story: 
Our access solutions in 

the Tyrolean University 

Hospital – Department 

for internal medicine in 

Innsbruck, Austria
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03 Operated via an access control 

system, our folding door provides 

maximum width of passage 

 clearance with a minimum overall 

width  

04 Elevator control – Rights of use 

for the elevator are assigned 

 personally and flexibly

05 Fire safety and accessibility can 

be easily combined in compliance 

with standards

05
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Public visitor areas

How to make efficiency 
more attractive?
Choose a smart design

Trust can be inspired at first sight. When people enter a 

hospital or medical practice, they should be met with mo-

dern convenience and feel at ease. You can create an invi-

ting atmosphere in your facility with translucence and the 

purist elegance of our hardware components. Interior de-

sign and a modern look can positively influence processes 

and personal interaction between patients, their families 

and staff.

You can design open, transparent and inviting areas for 

your visitors with our extensive portfolio of high quality 

glass systems, access solutions and door systems. At the 

same time, your facility remains highly functional and effi-

cient. You can create structured open-plan areas, smoo-

thly link different function areas and provide quality ease 

of access.

01
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Your benefits and advantages:
• Attractive high-quality access solutions

• Increased convenience and an inviting 

ambience for visitors 

• Openness, transparency and many differ-

ent interior design options 

• Consistent, high standard of design, high 

quality materials and meticulous crafting 

of modern systems

Building types:
Hospitals, medical centres, pharmacies, 

 medical practices, rehabilitation centres

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

01 Attractive interior 

design with the 

flexible  UNIQUIN 

access and room 

system

02 Linear design and 

rugged enginee-

ring: STUDIO 

glass fittings for 

swing doors

03 Open, inviting 

atmosphere with 

translucent glass 

systems

04 The foyer area of your building presents 

your facility to the public: our revolving 

doors look good and can be used variously

02 03

04
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You need perfect protection for your property. Rugged 

technology that suits your respective requirements down 

to the ground. Easily adaptable systems that simplify 

your work flow and thus increase efficiency and cost- 

effectiveness. Solutions that you can easily and securely 

integrate into your planning or extension. Precisely, reliably, 

on-demand.

We offer you all of this from a single source. Our compre-

hensive consulting services allow you to carry out your 

project just the way you want. Based on your tasks, needs 

and wishes, our experienced experts draw up an exact 

profile of your requirements and then recommend be-

spoke solution concepts.

Project planning and support

How to always 
focus on essentials? 
With a tailored 

advice focusing on 

your needs. 

01 Divide and yet connect with 

our flexible and attractive 

horizontal sliding walls

01
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We support you with cross-system planning and imple-

mentation through our nationwide network of field staff 

- quickly and ably. At dormakaba you always have a dedi-

cated point of contact who is familiar with your entire 

system and its individual components - for we believe in 

in-house connectivity and coordinated interfaces.

We advise and support you from planning to execution - 

personally, openly, as partners. We offer you technology 

that is proven in daily use across the globe. Innovations 

that give you the edge. And a specialised service that is 

never more than a call away.

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

I expect a comprehensive access concept for building 

and personal security to be functional, look good and be 

long-lasting while at the same time complying with all 

current standards and norms. In this case, I rely on the 

dormakaba’s expert advice and extensive solution 

portfolio.
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Corridors and passageways

Do you want to open doors 
for your patients and visitors?
Our innovative access 

technologies do it for you

Medical centres and other properties divided into several 

floors are often linked by central staircases. This means a 

lot of doors with different purposes and security require-

ments - from the main entrance to the entrance door of 

the practice. Fire safety must also be ensured for the 

doors at the end of corridors in such a building - and it 

must be absolutely reliable, even when considerable 

weights are involved.

Our door hardware and automatic door systems can take 

care of all these tasks for you, letting you control, grant 

and secure access as the situation demands - from a sin-

gle door to the entire building. From a communal main 

entrance to the individual entrance of each practice.

A special case is the entrance door to doctor’s practices, 

which in many cases also serves as the escape and emer-

gency fire door. On the one hand, it has to be accessible, 

while on the other, especially late in the evening when only 

a skeleton staff is present, it has to prevent unauthorised 

persons entering unnoticed. Our swing door operators 

provide innovative solutions which offer your users maxi-

mum convenience, ease of operation and reliable protec-

tion.

From planning to implementation and maintenance, we 

support you personally, competently and, depending on 

the service level, around the clock. Fast support deploy-

ment to ensure smooth operation. That is our service, in-

vitingly efficient.

01
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03

05

Your benefits and advantages:
• Extensive portfolio for building, door and personal 

security

• Door systems compliant with fire and smoke protection 

regulations and accessibility standards

• Entrance solutions for ease of access

• Planning, advice and comprehensive service for bespoke 

on-premises implementation 

Building types:
Medical centres, hospitals

Easy manual opening of a medical practice door: 
• ED 100 /ED 250 enable an easy automatic as well as 

manual opening of a medical practice door

• Unique: the operator is approved for permanently 

powering an e-opener on a fire safety door

• Benefit: manual operation of a fire safety door as 

practice door possible for the first time 

• Access authorisation possible from corridor side outside 

business hours

• Freely exiting the practice is automated for patients

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

02

04

01 The FST FLEX sliding door system is approved for 

use in the Municipal Pharmacy Imst’s escape route 

and emergency system

02 Maximum ease of access to doctor’s practices: 

TS 93 door closer

03 Automatic access, also suitable for fire safety doors: 

the ED 100 swing door operator

04 Anti-panic door with slide rails and self-closing

05 Quality, convenience and design: TS 98 XEA door 

 closer for ease of accessibility
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Versatile accessibility

How to obtain barrier-free 
access as standard?
With our extensive portfolio 

of mechanical and automatic 

solutions

How to satisfy statutory accessibility requirements – 

cost-effectively and on-demand. We support hospitals, 

practices and all other health facilities with a host of in-

novative products and judicious advice to help them break 

down barriers in everyday life and thus design premises 

that are more patient-friendly. 

Technology that supports accessibility goes without say-

ing for us. We therefore offer an extensive range of prod-

ucts that are innovative, user-friendly and also attrac-

tively priced. We focus on your specific property and user 

needs when helping you to select the right opening/clos-

ing technology– compliance with standards and guide-

lines goes without saying.

Fire safety doors quickly become barriers because chil-

dren, elderly or disabled persons often aren’t strong 

enough to open them unaided. Our solutions let you sat-

isfy the combined requirements of fire safety and accessi-

bility. 

01
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Your benefits and advantages:
• Extensive versatile portfolio of innovative barrier-free 

products

• High quality, cost-effective solutions for both simple and 

complex accessibility concepts

• Innovative solution concepts in line with statutory norms 

and standards

Building types:
Hospitals, medical centres, medical practices, retirement 

homes, homes for dementia patients, psychiatric homes, 

nursing homes 

Accessibility technology with a “heart”
Our heart-shaped cam guarantees rapidly decreasing 

opening resistance to let children, elderly or disable persons 

effortlessly open doors. This complies with DIN SPEC 1104 

recommendations for manual closing devices to reduce 

opening resistance by 40% in the 2° to 60° range.

In the shape of our proven intelligent EASY OPEN tech-

nology that lets young, old and physically challenged peo-

ple to open doors much more easily, for instance. Perfect 

for accessibility in line with DIN SPEC 1104 and DIN 

18040. It is featured on practically all our sliding door clos-

ers.

No matter whether door closers, swing door operators or 

emergency exit doors – we support you with planning and 

implementation through to operation with competent ad-

vice and an all-round service.

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

01 Automatic door opening with ED 250 for the swift 

easy transportation of hospital beds

02 Maximum ease of access with EASY OPEN technology 

inside our door closers 

03 Drives the large heavy doors and a automatic access 

to treatment rooms: ES 400 sliding door operator at 

University hospital St. Poelten, Austria

02

03
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Barrier-free access to toilets

How to turn free access 
into peace of mind?
Install our automated 

door systems

We offer various solutions that are adaptable to your needs 

and specific room layouts for accessible, space-saving ac-

cess to toilets.  Like our automatic, practically noiseless slid-

ing and swing door operators, respectively fitted with a dis-

abled WC control.

Entering and exiting toilets is particularly easy and reliable 

with our sliding and swing door operators CS 80 Magneo, 

while the “SoftMotion” technology inside them ensures 

maximum security and user-friendliness. At a touch, they 

immediately stop and open doors. Assisted toilet access is 

enhanced by the use of the ED 100/250 swing door opera-

tor with the optionally available disabled WC upgrade card. 

This function is performed by a disabled control that can be 

ordered separately for the CS 80 Magneo sliding door drive.

01

02
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Your benefits and advantages:
• Simple ease of access

• Enhanced privacy

• Stylish compact design with streamlined 

contours

• Versatile application options

• Easy mounting

• Modular system

Building features:
• For sliding and swing doors

• Integrated locking and optional closed 

function

• Optical vacant/engaged display

• For all-glass, solid core and metal doors

Property types:
Hospitals, medical centres, medical practices, 

retirement homes, homes for dementia pa-

tients, psychiatric homes

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx

01 CS 80 Magneo - the intelligent sliding 

door solution, also for use with accessible 

toilets

02 Strong and silent: streamlined Contur- 

design, quiet and secure

03 Automated opening with the ED 100 / 

ED 250 swing door operator with WC 

control

03
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Emergency access

How to enable prompt 
emergency care?
With automated access and 

communication processes

Emergency access in hospitals is an important aspect of a 

facility’s access security. Authorisation and access rights 

need to be fast and unerring. In emergency care, for in-

stance. In this case, you have to keep control and an over-

view of the access rights of people and vehicles. 

With us, you can be sure that all the relevant system units 

interact at the right time: physical access components like 

barriers and doors, stored processes like alerting emer-

gency doctors and enabling doors fitted with escape 

route system components. Transponders and long-range 

01
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01 For swift reliable access control at the 

barrier via instant vehicle recognition 

How to always stay in control.
Our technicians and consultants advise you competently 

and support you personally with implementation in your 

existing infrastructure. You thus save costs, minimise 

sources of error and streamline your processes. You can 

therefore rest assured that security and efficiency are 

fused into a strong reliable all-in-one solution – from your 

central system to components on the edge.

Your benefits and advantages:
• Efficient access control for time-critical emergency 

routines

• Enhanced security through the seamless control of 

vehicles in sensitive areas

• Modular connectable access systems for fast control of 

patient services and external providers

Building types: 
Hospitals

readers operate as high performance, cost-efficient iden-

tification and communication media. In authorised vehi-

cles, the transponder is recognised as authorised at a dis-

tance of 7 m and the barrier is opened. In this way, you 

can organise crucial routines quickly and securely in sensi-

tive areas.

No matter whether in stand-alone or software-aided ver-

sions, combined with your existing system or as connected 

components in our overall access management system - 

with the long-range reader you can control the secure ac-

cess of vehicles like ambulances with maximum efficiency 

while at the same time managing your security processes 

as required.

Systems need to be installed quickly and 

correctly to function perfectly. All dormakaba 

components are designed for ease of 

installation so that they can be put into 

service easily, quickly and reliably. 

The technology is proven and I trust in it.

For detailed information 

about our solutions and 

products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx
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The function, durability and quality of door systems 

across their service life is essential in health facilities. Es-

pecially in high security areas like operating theatres, fail-

safe operation is absolutely vital. We therefore offer tai-

lored maintenance agreements for many product sectors, 

which guarantee you swift support and repair – at any 

time of the day. Our service team is staffed by experi-

enced, highly qualified and trained service engineers who 

provide you with fast reliable assistance. If you wish, our 

service hotline is open to you 24/7, 365 days of the year 

and our staff can often even provide effective “first aid” 

over the phone. 

Service

What gives you peace of mind?
Our comprehensive services
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Our service portfolio for 
entrance systems and door hardware:

• Testing, inspection, maintenance

• Repair and troubleshooting

• Conversion and modernisation

• Flexible assistance and fast reaction 

times in the event of faults

• Emergency service outside regular 

business hours

• High availability of dormakaba original 

and bought-in spare parts from the 

company’s own spare parts centre

• Advice on compliance with statutory 

operator regulations and safety require-

ments 

• Maintenance and repair of systems 

from any manufacturer

Our service portfolio for 
Electronic access & data:

• Door and system maintenance

• Repair and troubleshooting

• Modernisation

• Advice on security issues and access 

control

• Time and access workshops

• Advice on time management issues

• Workshops for system changes

• Advice on selecting spare parts and 

replacement

For detailed information about our 

solutions and products go to: 

www.dormakaba.com/xx
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Success Story:
Our access solutions in the 

House of Life – retirement home 

in Solingen, Germany
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Success Story:
Our access solutions in the 

IONA Wuppertal – nursing 

home for people with disabili-

ties in Wuppertal, Germany
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We make access in life 
smart and secure

Consulting

Planning

Realization

Operation

Maintenance

+

Our Focused IndustriesOur Offering

Door Hardware

Entrance Systems

Electronic Access & Data

Interior Glass Systems

Mechanical Key Systems

Lodging Systems

Safe Locks

Key Systems

Movable Walls

Services

Residential

Rail

Production 

Facilities

HospitalityEducation

Multi-Family-

Housing

Retail 

Utilities / Telecoms

OfficesAirports

HealthcareFinancial 

Industries

Government
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Customer first
We always focus what we do on the needs of our 

customers, partners and users.

Curiosity
We constantly scout for trends as the inspiration 

for future-focused solutions.

Performance
We go the extra mile to ensure customer satisfaction 

and set the bar high in terms of security, quality and 

reliability.

Courage
We are committed to continuously developing 

solutions that generate genuine added value for 

our customers and users.

Trust
Our core corporate value is at the heart of everything 

we do, so customers can rest assured that they are in 

good hands.

Our Values

We call it 
trusted access

Our Company

150
16,000

130
years of experience

More than 

employees

ISO 9001

Certificate

2,000
patents

More than

countries

stock-listed at 
SIX Swiss Exchange (DOKA)

Sustainability Report

GRI Standards
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dormakaba 
Kapı ve Güvenlik Sistemleri 
San. ve Tic. A.Ş.

Kağıthane Ofispark Merkez Mh. Bağlar 
Cd. No: 14, B2 Blok Kat:5/30 
Kağıthane / İstanbul

T: +90 212 332 00 00 

info.tr@dormakaba.com
www.dormakaba.com.tr


